FARMING THE NEW FRONTIER
How Smart Connected Products will change agriculture forever
BY NATE BUYON

The agriculture sector of the economy is primed for a massive
shift from the way business has been performed in the past.
Innovation is being driven by both supply and
demand. For demand, market pressures are
increasing with the fluctuation of commodity
prices, owner/operators are having to tend to larger
areas, and many farmers are experiencing labor
shortages. As for supply, cheaper sensors, faster CPU
processing, and increased connectivity are all offering
farmers, local dealers, agricultural manufacturers,
and agronomics providers unprecedented levels of
capability.
Farming in the new frontier requires enhanced
decision-making based on data rather than intuition,
meeting market needs faster, and curbing conflicting
priorities between manufacturers, dealers, and users.
For participants to harvest data as insights, the classic
order of operations in farming holds true: Only after
surveying the land, planting seeds, and tending to
the crop can you enjoy the fruits of your labor.
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Surveying the Landscape: Understanding
Change in the Agriculture Sector
In John Steinbeck’s 1939 seminal novel The
Grapes of Wrath, one character proclaims,

“Times are changing,
mister, don’t you know?
Can’t make a living on the
land unless you’ve got two,
five, ten thousand acres and
a tractor. Crop land isn’t for
little guys like us anymore.”

2010 with the advent of larger and faster tractors hauling
planters that covered more rows than ever before.
In 2010, a farmer could harvest more than 12 times the
number of crops in a day than what was feasible in 1970.
(Bechdol et al. 2010).
Second, the size of farms has greatly increased. The
median acreage per farm owner in the U.S. from 1982
to 2007 nearly doubled from a size of 589 acres to 1,105
acres (2011 USDA Agriculture Resource Management
Survey).

One of the key drivers for the expansion of farm sizes is
that larger farms leverage scale to financially outperform
smaller farms. Larger farms can drive down marginal
costs, which increases profit margins and return on equity.
I doubt that Steinbeck had a crystal ball, but that quote
Additionally, larger farms have an increased capacity to
perfectly encapsulated how technology would change
hedge risk by selling a portion of their yield on the options
the dynamics of farming in the 20th century.
market and leaving another portion of their yield floating
with commodity prices. This leads to an enhanced ability
First, improved technology has changed farm output
capacity. The tractor of today is a modern marvel. Farmers to manage cash flows, capital expenditures, and leverage
ratios. Additional farm innovations will lead to their
could plant 40 acres of daily crops using tractors and
continued expansion.
planters in 1970, 420 acres in 2005, and 945 acres in
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Planting the Seeds: Basic Requirements
for the Industrial Internet of Things
For agricultural companies to build an internal digital
capability using Smart Connected Products and the
Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) there are typically
two pieces that need to be in place to yield a harvest of
insights. Insights: an appropriate organizational structure
and architectural stack.

On today’s farm, data is an
asset essential to innovating
new products and services.
When an organization or industry undergoes a great
digital shift, it is common to experience heavy resistance.
Additionally, when considering investment in evolving
technology areas, the new frontier is somewhat
uncharted. Leaders must make choices with uncertain
or incomplete information amongst rapidly advancing
technology. Ideas, directives, and information flow
through the organization from different sources and with
unique formats, standards, and processes. It becomes
increasingly difficult, costly, and time-intensive to make
and prioritize strategic decisions.
To adopt a more strategic focus, agriculture
manufacturers must invest in redefining their
organizational structure and hire the right talent to fill
those roles. Michael Porter and Jim Heppelmann, in their
2015 article in Harvard Business Review, highlight that
organizations must adapt their structures and form new
divisions to move to the market quicker and break down
walls between groups in order to realize the full potential
of digital transformation.

consideration. At the same time, IT organizations are
being redefined from necessary cost centers necessary to
support business operations, to strategic partners that can
enable and facilitate business decisions.
In addition to the human capital element, investments in
a company’s architecture stack are necessary to convert
heterogenous sources of data into insights to provide
value to stakeholders. Data in various forms originating
from the enterprise as well as third parties must be
ingested, managed, and processed. Establishing standards
for when and how data will be captured presents a
challenge in which trades offs must be made.
Other considerations include:
▪▪ Both on-premise and cloud technology options
have distinct upsides, but a manufacturer
must perform a robust assessment to make
the best choice for their business
▪▪ Advanced analytics and machine learning are
immensely powerful and can positively impact
many facets of business from new product
development to improving warranties
Making investments to create a strategy around an
architecture stack will allow companies to derive better
long-term value and flexibly manage their IIoT direction.

New skills and roles are needed to make transformation
happen. Roles like ‘Chief Data Officer’—the Profit and
Loss owner of all data-driven products and services—
and organizations like ‘DevOps’—a convergence
of Development and Operations—are all under
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Tending to Your Digital Crop:
Safety and Security
One pervasive concern with digital solutions is the safety
and security of data. Employing an IIoT strategy has
broad and widespread implications with tremendous
upside potential, but also a risk of negatively impacting
customers. The traditional dynamic of manufacturers,
dealers, and customers is at risk of being disrupted, or at
least agitated.
Recently, it has come to light that some farmers who
use John Deere tractors are purchasing black-market
codes that allow a back door into the native software
on the vehicle. Hacking into one’s own tractor can allow
for diagnostics and repairs to be conducted without
the assistance of a John Deere dealer. There is pending
litigation surrounding how broad the reach is of the
Digital Millennium Copyright act, that bars anyone except
for manufactures to access software that runs a machine.
It is important for companies to understand how to make
decisions regarding IIoT, and a Smart Connected Products
strategy is a great place to start.
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Harvesting Data as Insights

Consuming data from a connected asset portfolio means
that the volume, velocity, and variety of data managed by
the business will grow exponentially. When considering
the organizational challenges of process and system
disparity, this appears daunting. Leaders in IIoT must
institute a global standard for product connectivity, data
collection, and management in the short-term. This
standard must define the sources of data collected, the
process for data ingestion, the tools to manage the data,
and ultimately how the data is consumed and delivered
when demanded.
There are several types of insights that could be valuable
to businesses, dealers, and consumers:
Descriptive – Describing an observable
circumstance with measurable data points such as
soil moisture levels or graphing the composition
of crops
Diagnostic – Understanding the root causes
of an event or observation – for example, if a
transmission fails on a combine, troubleshooting
the cause to be uneven terrain and changing soil
composition, which lead to premature strain on
the transmission
Predictive – Describing an outcome based on
analysis of historical patterns and relationships,
such as alerting a farmer when to service
equipment to avoid unscheduled down time
Prescriptive – Providing a course of action based
on an interpretation of situational variables, such
as prescribing the optimal crop composition,
mix, spacing, and watering schedule to produce
maximum yield
We see many examples of insights driving actions in
the market. John Deere is a leader in this area. As early
as 2010, Deere published a video called ‘Your tractor is
calling’ showing that dealers were preemptively delivering
TABLE OF CONTENTS

replacement parts for customers based on data sent from
an owner’s vehicle. Their JD Link technology provides a
seamless workflow between customers and agronomists
and reduces downtime by providing access to a remote
diagnostic display. Another technology, called FarmSight,
optimizes the productivity of machines. John Deere uses
this technology to allow farmers to gain insights from
data that ranges from descriptive to prescriptive.
Caterpillar is another example of an IIoT leader in the
heavy machinery space. They are using data captured by
drones to optimize and streamline machine-to-machine
workflow and operations. Caterpillar is using augmented
reality to conduct assisted repairs without the use of a
manual or a technician in order to serve customer needs.
Meanwhile, Case New Holland Industrial made a
substantial statement by unveiling a fully autonomous
tractor during the 2016 Farm Progress Show. The
autonomous tractor uses predictive analytics to chart
its course of motion; another example of leaders in IIoT
providing tremendous value and revolutionizing the
industry.
There are many ways in which enabling smart connect
products and the IIoT can provide value for agricultural
companies. However, some of the greatest potential value
is in these three areas:
▪▪ Servitization by evolving products into
services that address a greater breadth of
customer needs and propel manufacturers
out of a price-focused commodity market
▪▪ Autonomous agriculture technology that will equip
farmers to deal with labor resource shortages,
greater farm sizes, and harvest volumes
▪▪ Data driven products and services will drive
organic growth by offering incremental value
to customers, dealers, and third parties
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Farming the New Frontier
Participants in the agriculture sector are already
benefiting from rapid advancements in digital
innovation.
It is becoming clear who the leaders in digital
technology are and how investments in digital
innovation can positively impact the bottom line of
agricultural equipment manufacturers, dealers, and
customers.
The imperative is now. Manufacturers must
advance their digital strategy by focusing on
developing a scalable technology stack and
adopting an organizational structure that can
meet the needs of the market - or wait for the
competition to do it first!
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Kalypso is a global consulting firm,
helping clients deliver better results
from innovation in a digital world.
We deliver a comprehensive set
of capabilities across strategy,
operations and technology to
improve innovation performance.

For more information,
visit kalypso.com

Viewpoints on Innovation is a comprehensive resource for business leaders seeking
to improve better results from innovation in a digital world. Since our resources are
created for innovation practitioners, by innovation practitioners, we offer pragmatic,
actionable advice based on real-world experiences and leading practices.

Subscribe today at viewpoints.io

